- CNC laser cut and formed out of 3/16” and 1/4” high grade A36 steel
- Solid welded and ground flush
- Internally boxed 3 piece mounting system to allow a “Custom Fit”
- Front bumpers are standard with winch mount to handle up to a Warn 16.5
- Dual recessed light pods designed to accept a variety of 4” and 5” lights
- All grille guards and pre-runner bars are coped and solid welded to the bumper base
- Please ask us about fleet discounts

The Stealth bumper offers a sleek look while providing the function and protection of a steel winch bumper.

Pre-runner bars are mandrel bent with 2 3/8” diameter .150 wall tubing

Fleet guards are constructed with 2 laser cut plates, 2 cross bars and 2 headlight protectors out of 2” diameter .120 wall tubing

Bush guards are constructed of 2 3/8” diameter .150 wall or 2 7/8” diameter .190 wall mandrel bent tubing with 2” diameter .120 wall tubing headlight protectors

Rear bumpers are designed to integrate the existing receiver hitch.
- Comes standard with 2 hidden reverse lamp mounts and integrated side steps mounted 6” below the top of the bumper. Side steps include custom fit polyurethane coated inserts
*Great For Lifted Trucks*

Also works well for:
- Courier Vehicles
- Hot Shot Trucks
- Long Haul Trucks
- Stock Trucks requiring added protection and style

**Bumpers available for:**

- **94+ Dodge Ram**
  2500/3500/4500/5500
- **03+ GMC Sierra**
  2500/3500
- **03+ Chev Silverado**
  2500/3500
- **99+ Ford Superduty**
  F250/F350/F450
- **07+ JEEP JK Wrangler**

If you would like a bumper for a vehicle not listed here please contact us about producing one for your application.

---

**EXTREME DUTY TRUCK BUMPERS**

**PH. 403.309.3005**

**FAX. 403.342.5509**

eqjustin@telus.net

A Division of Equalizer Fabrication & Design